Effects of the electrical parameters and gas flow rate on the generation of reactive species in liquids exposed to atmospheric pressure plasma jets Phys. Plasmas 23, 073515 (2016) Cold atmospheric plasma (CAP) jet is currently intensively investigated as a tool for new and potentially transformative cancer treatment modality. However, there are still many unknowns about the jet behavior that requires attention. In this paper, a helium CAP jet is tested in an electrostatic field generated by a copper ring. Using Rayleigh microwave scattering method, some delays of the electron density peaks for different ring potentials are observed. Meanwhile, a similar phenomenon associated with the bullet velocity is found. Chemical species distribution along the jet is analyzed based on the jet optical emission spectra. The spectra indicate that a lower ring potential, i.e., lower DC background electric field, can increase the amount of excited N 2 , N 2 þ , He, and O in the region before the ring, but can decrease the amount of excited NO and HO almost along the entire jet. Combining all the results above, we discovered that an extra DC potential mainly affects the temporal plasma jet properties. Also, it is possible to manipulate the chemical compositions of the jet using a ring with certain electric potentials. Published by AIP Publishing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cold atmospheric plasmas (CAPs) have been studied for many years.
1,2 CAP is also called "non-thermal plasma" or "non-equilibrium plasma," because its heavy particle temperatures are close to the room temperature, while the electron temperature remains high. Therefore, CAP is not hot enough to damage the human tissue with heat, which makes it interesting to discover how the CAP interacts with the tissue. For example, previous studies show that the CAP may help to promote blood coagulation 3 and bacterial decontamination. 4 However, there is another attractive research topic: the CAP jet for cancer treatments. [5] [6] [7] A recent research reports that the cancer cell viability can be decreased by adding gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) in the media of cells, 8 in addition to the CAP jet. The nanoparticles are believed being attracted by the relatively high potential of the jet, and at the same time, the jet is influenced by such an additional electric field. Therefore, an investigation of how the CAP jet performs in an electric field is required.
The CAP jet forms as a result of ionization along the gas flow passing through high voltage electrodes. Streamer propagates by ionizing neutral particles at front and leaves an invisible plasma column behind. 9 This process is also called "ionization wave." 2 At the wave front region, the ion cloud called "streamer head", 10 with a positive potential, roughly equals to the discharge voltage. 10 The photons emitted from the ionization region make the wave front area visible, and it is named as "bullet" for its bullet shape. In the present experiment, a CAP jet is created by ionizing a 5 LPM helium flow with a 3.26 kV (2% error) peak to peak discharge voltage at the frequency of about 15.895kHz (4% error). To observe how the CAP jet is affected by DC electric field, we make the jet pass through a copper ring with different potentials. The ring is 1 mm wide, 0.18 mm thick, has an inner diameter of 18 mm, and locates at 1.25 cm away from the nozzle. Since the ring diameter is much greater than the nozzle and jet diameter, we assume that the ring structure does not influence the helium flow in the view of fluid dynamics.
For the plasma diagnostics, the Rayleigh microwave scattering (RMS) method 11 is used to measure the electron density in the plasma column behind the bullet. The density can be computed as
where x is the angular frequency of the microwave, t m is the electron-neutral collision frequency, A is a coefficient of calibration, U is the RMS signal, and V is the plasma column volume. The plasma column is assumed to be an invisible cylinder connecting the bullet and the cathode. The bullet behavior is observed by an Intensified Charged-Coupled Device (ICCD). After the bullet position is recorded, the length of the plasma column is determined as the distance between the bullet and the nozzle. Next, the plasma column is assumed to share the same diameter with the bullet tail, and finally the volume can be computed. In addition to the ICCD, a spectrometer with an optical fiber is placed perpendicular to the jet to acquire its optical spectra. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1 , and a similar setup can be found in Ref. 10 which presents the idea of using a ring with DC electric field to find the streamer head potential. According to that paper, the CAP jet length can be changed by setting up different ring potentials. When the jet is stopped exactly at the ring position, the ring potential equals to the streamer head potential. In this research, the a) Authors to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic addresses: lilin@gwu.edu and keidar@gwu.edu ring potential is set to 10 V, 1000 V, and 2000 V to analyze the jet behavior under different DC vacuum electric fields. As shown in Figure 2 , the fields for electrodes at the discharge voltage are plotted using finite element method. These images show that the electric fields for different ring conditions are almost the same between the anode and the cathode, but there are significant differences in the region between the cathode and the ring. For the case with 10 V ring, the electric field is very weak in this region. Since both the cathode and the ring are "sinks" in this vector field, a "stagnation point" can be found between them. For the case with 1000 V and 2000 V ring electrodes, the entire field is heading towards the cathode. A more detailed description can be found in Figure 3 which shows the electric field values along the central axis.
In Figure 3 , the 1000V and 2000 V curves are all beneath zero between the cathode and the ring, while the 10 V curve goes to positive. However, at the region behind the ring, the 10 V curve drops to negative and the curve of 2000 V increases to positive. All these curves converge to zero at the far field. Moreover, note that these curves intercept at about 1.6 cm, a position just behind the ring.
This finite element computation roughly shows how the electric field background is changed by the presence of the ring with a potential. However, the actual electric field applied on the jet may still be different. For example, the charges on the tube walls are not included, but they indeed affect the CAP behavior. The charge distribution on walls is a result of the overlapped electric fields from both the electrodes and CAP. Though the discharge happens in a nanosecond time scale which makes the discharge voltage to be considered as a constant, the propagation of CAP in this time scale is still substantial. Thus, the charge distribution is a dynamic process rather than a steady state. More future study is required to discover how the electrodes, CAP, and charges on the walls interact with each other. Note that in Naidis and Walsh's paper, 12 a similar ring setup was used to apply electric field pulses on their CAP jet. They presented a similar electric field profile along the center axis. In addition to such similarities, there are lots of result agreements with this presenting experiment, especially the effect on plasma bullet motions which will be demonstrated in Sec. II.
II. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Electron densities
The electron densities for different ring potentials are shown in Figure 4 . The figure indicates that a lower ring potential provides a higher electron density, and the presence of ring potentials increases the density a lot. Recall that in the mathematical expression of the electron density shown above, only U and V are variables. The plasma column volume V is shown in Figure 5 which indicates that a lower ring potential results in a lower volume. This relation implies that a higher density for a lower ring potential we find in Figure 4 can be a consequence of a smaller volume. However, in the case of no ring, the plasma volume is not two times higher than others but a much lower electron density is observed. Therefore, it is clear that placing the ring and modifying background electric field in the space of jet propagation lead to an increased electron density.
B. Optical emissions
The optical spectra of the entire jet for different ring potentials are measured and shown in Figure 6 . For each potential, the probe is placed at eight equally spaced positions from 0.5 cm to 4 cm away from the nozzle. The probe is perpendicularly pointing to the jet. Each spectrum is the summation of all eight results. In the figure, we found that all identified peaks increase when the ring potential increases, and when the ring is gone, those peaks reach their highest values. Figure 7 shows the integration values of the intensity along the entire wavelength. The first three values on the left are opposite to the electron density peaks shown in Figure 4 . The values are very close and the lower one corresponds to the lower ring potential, although they are covered by error bars. For the no ring condition, the total photon emission intensity is much higher, while the electron density is low. Therefore, the relationship of the electron density and the photon emission is not simple. The electrons are the results of ionization only, but the photons are not only emitted by ions but also emitted from excited particles. Also, there are many photons not detected by the spectrometer because they contribute to the photon ionization before they can reach the optical fiber probe. Thus, it is plausible to explain that the actual photon emission level is higher, while the electron density is lower in the case of a ring electrode. Moreover, the photon emissions can provide us the information about the chemical compositions and their distributions of the jet, which is shown below. The optical emission distributions are shown in Figures  8-12. For N 2 , N 2 þ , He, and O emission peaks, the three curves of different ring potentials are close to each other in front of the ring, but still showing that a lower ring potential results in a higher intensity. For the region behind it, the relation is clearly opposite for N 2 . For N 2 þ , He, and O emission peaks, these three curves almost converge at the end of the jet. If we look at the "no ring" curves, the intensities of N 2 are obviously higher than the intensities of N 2 þ at the end of the jet. This result can also be found in Begum's experiment, 13 although Begum's CAP is generated by a different pulse waveform. On the other hand, for N 2 , N 2 þ , He, and O, their "no ring" curves indicate a lower intensity in front of the ring and much higher behind it, comparing with their "with ring" curves. Therefore, the highest total intensity for "no ring" condition shown in Figure 7 is mainly the contribution of the strong emission at the end of the jet. In addition, since the intensities for most species are opposite before and behind the ring, there is an intercept point of these curves roughly at the ring position. Recall that in Figure 3 , the curves of electric fields for different ring potentials also Many optical emission results discussed above can be proved by the ICCD images of the bullet brightness shown in Figure 13 . In this figure, three columns of bullets are selected and shown as an example to compare their brightness for different ring potentials. The four bullets on the left are all about 0.95 cm away from the nozzle; in other words, they are just in front of the ring. Comparing these four bullets, we can find out that the bullets with ring affected are much brighter than the bullet without ring. This agrees with the optical emissions. The bullets in the middle column are about 2.65 cm away from the nozzle. They have just passed the ring which is the shadow "cutting" the bullet tails. These four bullet images show that the bullets affected by the ring are longer than the bullet without the ring. Moreover, when the ring potential is higher, the brightest part of the bullet is more circular. Thus, the electric field background can change the bullet shape as well. Finally, the bullets on the right are 5.05 cm away from the nozzle which is almost at the end of the jet. The one for a lower ring potential is brighter, and the bullet without affected by the ring is the brightest. Unfortunately, the photon emission intensity at 5.05 cm is not measured because the turbulence at the jet tip makes it difficult to point the spectrometer probe to the jet precisely (the jet tip turbulence is shown in Figure 14 ). In addition, there is another interesting phenomenon captured when the ring potential is 10 V. A bullet separation is recorded and shown in Figure 15 (the label for each bullet represents the time after discharge). The bullet starts to be separated at t ¼ 2220 ns. A clear image of two bullets is captured at t ¼ 2520 ns and 2620 ns. After that, the bullet reaches the end of the jet and only one bullet is observed. Similar ICCD images are also captured by Xian et al., 14 who observed a bullet detached from a bright and visible plasma channel. However, in that paper, the bullet detachment is a consequence of sharp discharge pulses rather than a continuous sinusoidal voltage in this experiment. It seems like the bullet separation in our case is related to a low electric field in the location of the ring. However, the exact mechanism of the bullet separation is still unknown, and a future research is required.
C. Bullet motion
Since the ring potential affects the bullet motion, these bullets reach the same position at different times. 13 the increasing velocity before the first peak is defined as a "Transition Phase" of the jet, and the part behind that peak is called "Propagation Phase". They also test their CAP jet for different discharge voltages from 5 kV to 6.25 kV. The "no ring" velocity curve in this experiment is similar to Begum's 5 kV and 5.25 kV curves, while the "with ring" velocity curves are similar to Begum's 5.75kV and 6 kV curves. Thus, considering the velocity magnitude and the curve pattern only, the effect of the low ring potential applied on the jet is somehow equivalent to increasing the discharge voltage, like adding an additional voltage drop.
On the other hand, Figure 16 shows that the velocity peaks for a lower ring potential appear earlier. Based on this result, we can explain why the electron density peaks are shifted for different ring potentials in Figure 4 . Since the bullet velocity is actually the ionization wave front velocity, it represents how fast the jet evolves during the discharge. On the other hand, if we plot the bullet velocities with respect to their bullet positions, which are shown in Figure 17 , we can find out that all three velocity curves for the ring potentials are almost overlap except their different magnitudes in the propagation phase. This phenomenon can be found in the results of photon emissions as well that the peaks and valleys for different ring potential curves appear at the same locations. Therefore, we can conclude that a different ring potential can only change how fast the ionization propagates with respect to time but not the position. In other words, for different ring potentials, a bullet velocity increases to the peak at the same location of the jet but it happens at different times because the bullet velocity is changed. This is due to different background electric fields for different ring potentials. Similar results were obtained by Naidis and Walsh. 12 Though the electric field they applied was pulses instead of a constant, their field also led to delay of the velocity peaks corresponding to a high potential. They believed that the delay was a result of losing streamer head density and thus losing the propagation velocity. Note that there is a corresponding electron density drop confirmed in Figure 4 . Moreover, Figure 13 shows that the bullet loses brightness as the ring potential increases when the bullet is in front of the ring, where Naidis and Walsh's streamer head lost density. In addition, they also presented that the bullet velocity peaks appear at the same location for different ring potentials as same as shown in Figure 17 . Therefore, the ring with an electric field pulse and a constant field may affect the bullet motion similarly. However, according to Begum's result, the discharge voltages change the bullet velocity oppositely. They found that the boundary between the transition phase and the propagation phase is "spatially" moved away from the nozzle as a result of increasing discharge voltage. Moreover, in Mericam-Bourdet's paper, 15 the bullet velocity patterns also shift along the time axis that a higher discharge voltage results in an earlier velocity peaks. Therefore, a different discharge voltage can change the bullet velocity both temporally and spatially, while a different ring potential can only change it temporally.
III. CONCLUSION
In the present experiments, helium CAP jet goes through a copper ring which builds up an electrostatic field. The ring potential increases the electron density and drastically changes the optical emission distribution along the jet. A relatively low potential before the jet can increase the amount of excited N 2 , N 2 þ , He, and O, but can reduce NO and OH. Therefore, we conclude that the ring can be used as a simple external parameter to control the chemical composition in the CAP jet. The ring potential can affect the temporal bullet motion and then change the ionization propagation velocity; no matter the electric field is a DC or pulses. This effect causes a shift in the electron density peaks as well. In addition, a bullet separation phenomenon is observed and a future study of this effect is warranted.
